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ABSTRACT: Spectral diffusion of the emission line of single colloidal nanocrystals is generally regarded as a random process. Here, we show that each new spectral position has a finite memory of previous spectral positions, as evidenced by persistent anticorrelations in time series of spectral jumps. The anticorrelation indicates that there is an enhanced probability of the charge distribution around the nanocrystal returning to a previous configuration. We show both statistically and directly that this memory manifests as an observable spontaneous “relaxation” in the absence of a pump laser, so that spectral diffusion progresses in a manner of “two steps forward and one step back”.

SECTION: Physical Processes in Nanomaterials and Nanostructures

Single nanocrystal quantum dots (NCs) have been developed for a wide range of applications, from biological labeling to the light-absorbing materials in the next generation of photovoltaics. However, their adoption in certain applications has been hampered by a number of idiosyncrasies, photoluminescence blinking and spectral diffusion (i.e., environmentally induced fluctuation in the emission energy of individual quantum emitters). In particular, photoluminescence blinking has received a considerable amount of attention as it strongly impacts applications involving single NCs. The ultimate aim is to understand and, through NC engineering, mitigate blinking. Until recently, spectral diffusion (SD) had received far less attention, and therefore, there is less understanding of the underlying photophysical properties of this phenomenon. At low temperatures, NCs have narrow spectral lines, which could be exploited for quantum optical applications, but SD will be detrimental to such applications.

In colloidal NCs, spectral diffusion results from electric field fluctuations in the local environment of the NC that induces a shift of the band edge spectra due to the Stark effect. The fundamental cause of SD remains uncertain. Two distinct time scales for SD have been identified, a SD process that occurs on the microsecond time scale that results in broadening of the spectral line that is only observable using various high-resolution spectroscopies and a SD process that occurs at second time scales that results in discrete jumps of the spectral position. This latter SD process is the most commonly observed, although this attribution is merely speculative. For example, scanning electron force microscopy has shown that many, but not all, NCs have or develop surface charges, while SD is a ubiquitous phenomenon observed in all single NC studies. In addition, SD can be seen to persist through transitions between neutral and charged states, suggesting that a free surface charge is not responsible. In general, the surface of a NC is a complex interface between crystal surface atoms and molecular ligands that bind to individual surface sites in order to passivate dangling bonds. It is known that the surface coverage is not complete; thus, a NC has many possible surface configurations, which in turn have different associated charge distributions. Thus, a reasonable model of SD is one involving photoactivated rearrangement of surface ligands causing discrete jumps between different surface configurations in a complex potential landscape. Such an interpretation is compatible with the SD model originally proposed by Empedocles and Bawendi.

Early reports of SD in NCs revealed a thermal activation energy below which the SD process is solely photoactivated. This motivates the study of SD at cryogenic temperatures, where competing thermal effects are eliminated, effectively isolating the photophysical properties. A recent numerical study of the response of surface ligands to photoactivation has revealed that they can “jump” between different lattice sites. Such dynamics could also admit the possibility of spontaneous spectral diffusion for surface ligands promoted to an unstable higher-energy configuration can relax
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back to a more stable lower-energy configuration. Spontaneous SD is known in the field of single-molecule spectroscopy, where polymer matrixes are known to not be in a state of thermal equilibrium, allowing SD of a molecular transition to occur in the absence of photophysical pumping. The ligands that passivate the surface of a NC have much in common with random polymer matrixes, and therefore, we may expect similar behavior with SD in NCs. Therefore, testing for spontaneous SD will give further insight into the physical origin of SD and ultimately aid the design of new materials that mitigate this effect.

In this Letter, we use cryogenic photoluminescence spectroscopy along with high-resolution resonant photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy (RPLE) to probe the origins of SD. An autocorrelation analysis of time series of spectral jumps is used to test the randomness of the SD phenomenon. We then test for spontaneous SD by comparing statistics of a spectral jump distribution obtained with continuous excitation with a spectral jump distribution comprising spectral shifts following brief periods with no pump laser. We also employ a complementary technique of RPLE of the band edge exciton state using a scanning single-frequency laser that can cause photoinduced jumps and detect any spontaneous return.

For statistical analysis, a time series of spectral peak positions is generated using a peak fitting routine to determine the positions of emission maxima in single NC spectra. A typical time series of spectral peak positions determined from a succession of single NC spectra obtained at cryogenic temperatures (here 5 K) is shown in Figure 1a. The time series appears to exhibit random walk-like behavior. This is borne out when we take the autocorrelation of the time series and see an apparent exponential decay, characteristic of a random walk (not shown). However, if we calculate the autocorrelation of the spectral jump time series (obtained as the series of successive difference between neighboring spectral positions), we see in Figure 1b that there is a pronounced anticorrelation at the first delay (lag 1). This indicates that, after a spectral jump, it is more likely for the next jump to return the emission to the previous position. Thus, the spectral jumps are not truly random but have some finite memory of previous configurations. The depth of this memory is tested using the partial autocorrelation of the spectral jump series, as shown in Figure 1c. The partial autocorrelation is a technique commonly used to determine the number of terms that need to be used in an autoregression model, AR$(k)$, of the form, $y_t = \sum_{i=1}^{k} a_i y_{t-i} + \epsilon$, where $k$ is the order of the model, $\epsilon$ is a normally distributed white noise term, and the $a_i$ are the model coefficients and represent a memory of previous values in the series. From the partial autocorrelation, we see that this depth of memory could be satisfied by an AR$(5)$ model, indicating that the memory vanishes after approximately five spectral acquisitions.

We have recently reported correlations in SD time series that were related to Poissonian jump statistics. In this case, the correlations were very sensitive to the experimental integration time and were easily lost. However, the anticorrelations reported in this Letter are relatively insensitive to the integration time and pump power. The robustness of the anticorrelations to variations in integration time and pump power is reflected in the partial autocorrelation result of Figure 1c, which gives an indication of the depth of the memory. We have checked this memory by increasing the integration time and find that the anticorrelations do indeed persist in accordance with the partial autocorrelation function. Furthermore, similar anticorrelations were found for most spectral time series (including data presented in refs 13 and 18; see Supporting Information Table S1), suggesting these anticorrelations to be a general characteristic of SD.

Monte Carlo simulations of the SD process were conducted in order to test the previously reported power-law-distributed two-level system (TLS) model of SD. In general, such models were only able to reproduce the anticorrelations by modifying the power law at high frequencies. Such a modification has no impact on the previously reported power law as the high-frequency region has little effect on those statistics (see Supporting Information Figure S1). Nevertheless, the observation of a robust anticorrelation in SD time series indicates a departure from the pure power law behavior previously reported.

The anticorrelations revealed in Figure 1 indicate that spectral jumps are not purely random but retain a memory of past charge configurations. In particular, it is reasonable to assume a competition between the photophysical process driving the SD and a relaxation process toward a previous charge configuration. In order to test the possibility that the relaxation corresponds to spontaneous SD, we generate statistics for spectral jumps occurring across extended periods where the excitation laser is blocked, so-called dark jumps. This is conducted using a rotating beam block that introduces periods with no pump (ie. dark periods) interleaved with bright periods, as shown in Figure 2a. The statistics on the dark jumps are then compiled by calculating the difference between the last spectral peak position before a dark period and the first spectral position measured following a dark period. The periods of continuous laser excitation (ie. bright periods) were long enough to ensure a significant change in the local charge distribution (as indicated by significant SD in Figure 2a). Thus, there can be no memory of previous dark periods. Evidence for spontaneous spectral jumps will manifest in the dark jump distribution deviating from the bright jump distribution. In

---

Figure 1. (a) Time series of spectral peak positions obtained with a pump irradiance of 52 W/cm$^2$ and a 1 s integration at 5 K. (b) Autocorrelation of the time series of spectral jumps calculated from the peak position time series in (a). (c) Partial autocorrelation calculated from the time series of spectral jumps, with 95% confidence limits indicated (red dashed lines). The shaded region indicates the extent of the anticorrelation.
order to quantify this deviation, we compute two bright jump distributions, corresponding to the difference between successive spectral peak positions, called the 2I distribution and the 3I distribution, corresponding to the jumps calculated according to \( j_i = x_i - x_{i-1} \) (indicating an additional period of illumination). These two SD distributions simply correspond to different illumination periods, where I represents the illumination period required to acquire a single spectrum. Resolving a spectral jump requires a minimum of two spectrum acquisitions, or 2I. Thus, the 3I jump distribution will be broader than the 2I jump distribution due to SD induced during the additional illumination period, and therefore, a dark jump distribution broader than the 2I distribution would indicate the presence of spontaneous SD.

In Figure 2b, we plot the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for 2I and 3I. The CDF is another form of the probability distribution that for some value, \( x' \), gives the probability \( P(x \leq x') \). Thus, the CDF can be described in terms of the traditional probability distribution function as follows, \( P(x \leq x') = \int_{-\infty}^{x'} P(x) \, dx \). CDFs are used here as they allow all of the data to be represented as individual points without the need for binning into histograms, which can be misleading. This is especially useful for data sets with a small number of points, such as the dark jump data. The CDF is obtained from a concatenated time series of seven different NCs obtained under identical conditions. In order to highlight the dark jump behavior, we have also plotted the deviation away from the 2I CDF for both the 3I and dark jump CDFs in Figure 2c. Here, the dark jump CDF clearly matches the 3I CDF near the center of the distribution, but it more closely matches the 2I distribution at the extremities. This provides clear evidence for spectral jumps occurring during dark periods without laser illumination, although the extent to which this dark SD occurs is clearly limited. These data categorize the dark jumps into two energy regimes: Spectral jumps larger than \( \sim 0.4 \text{ meV} \) more closely follow the 2I distribution, indicating that these jumps are likely the result of irreversible charge redistributions (that may relax on longer time scales), while jumps smaller than \( \sim 0.15 \text{ meV} \), which follow the 3I distribution, are characteristic of reversible charge redistributions that spontaneously relax to a prior charge distribution.

We also employed resonant excitation of a NC using a single-frequency dye laser to scan through the spectral line while detecting the Stokes shifted emission in the LO phonon replica (ie. RPLE\(^x\)). This technique is complementary to the nonresonant excitation scheme used above in that the lack of signal indicates that the laser is not exciting the NC and hence represents a dark period. The technique can resolve single NC spectral lines with high resolution, as shown in Figure 3b. The stability of the NC emission is indicated in Figure 3c, representing an average of 18 scans (120 \( \mu \text{eV} \) range) with only a small increase in line width. However, if we slow the scan
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**Figure 2.** (a) Time series of spectra (vertical axis) obtained at 5 K with a pump irradiance of 340 W/cm\(^2\) and an integration time of 1 s. During the acquisition, the pump laser was periodically blocked with \( \sim 35 \text{ s} \) of laser on and \( \sim 18 \text{ s} \) of laser off to introduce dark periods into the time series. (b) Cumulative distributions obtained from an ensemble of seven concatenated single NC data at 5 K, corresponding to 17476 spectral jumps and 292 dark jumps. The 2I (blue solid), 3I (green dashed), and dark jumps data are indicated (red dots). (c) Deviations of the 3I (green dashed) and dark jump (red dots) CDFs from the 2I CDF (solid blue line).
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**Figure 3.** Resonant PLE scans at 2 K with a pump irradiance of 100 W/cm\(^2\). (a) Series of successive slow scans (scan rate of 24 \( \mu \text{eV/s} \)). (b) Single fast scan (scan rate of 120 \( \mu \text{eV/s} \)) with a 16 \( \mu \text{eV} \) Gaussian fit (red dashed). (c) Average of 18 successive fast scans with a 20 \( \mu \text{eV} \) Gaussian fit (red dashed).
rate by a factor of 5, the NC is far less stable. In Figure 3a, we show a sequence of successive spectral scans obtained immediately after the faster scans used for Figure 3c. Under these conditions, each spectral position in successive scans is revisited every 6 s, which accounts for the scan and return times. The sequence of spectra in Figure 3a is remarkable as it shows a NC that undergoes large photoinduced spectral jumps to positions outside of the scan range but then returns. These returns occur spontaneously, without any pump laser influence. Although one or two such events may be possible with an unobserved pump influence (i.e., near the edge of the line, where the count rate falls into the noise), the sequence of 10 successive scans showing this behavior rules out a statistical anomaly. Furthermore, there are clear periods where the spectral line has vanished only to reappear a number of scans hence. This behavior is consistent with the statistical behaviors shown in Figures 1 and 2 and is an unambiguous example of spontaneous SD.

The observation of a spontaneous SD at temperatures as low as 2 K indicates that the process must either have a low activation energy or involve some alternative temperature-independent mechanism. We speculate on the mechanism for spontaneous SD in the Supporting Information (section 3), invoking a model compatible with that originally proposed by Empedocles and Bawendi based on highly asymmetric surface configuration potentials. However, we note here that spontaneous SD is observed from single molecules embedded in molecular glasses at temperatures below 1 K. Given the complexity of the surface topology and NC/surface−ligand interface, it is reasonable to speculate that processes present in molecular glasses may also be relevant to NCs, such as tunneling between nearly energy degenerate surface configurations.

In conclusion, we have reported a hitherto unexpected memory effect in SD, which manifests as a robust anticorrelation in a time series of spectral jumps. This memory is attributed to relaxation to a low-energy surface charge configuration. The possibility of spontaneous relaxation was tested statistically by introducing periods where the pump laser was blocked. The dark jump distributions were consistent with limited spectral evolution due to spontaneous SD. Direct detection of this spontaneous SD was accomplished using resonant excitation scans of the NC spectral line, where following spectral jumps out of the scan range, the spectral line subsequently returned in successive scans. Thus, spontaneous SD is consistent with the relaxation to a surface electronic configuration of lower energy, which indicates that the phenomenon of SD is actually a progression through a series of stable and unstable surface charge distributions. This highlights new surface dynamics and hints at the effect that phonons have on surface ligands. Further insight into the SD process will require more advanced strategies beyond pure optical spectroscopic studies, such as correlating multiple nanoscale probes. Ultimately, a greater understanding of the NC surface is crucial for understanding effects such as luminescence blinking and for engineering improvements to both photophysical and photochemical stability in these materials.

**EXPERIMENTAL METHODS**

The CdSe/CdZnS nanocrystals used in this study were either sourced from a commercial supplier (Invitrogen ITK605 and ITK655 with core radii of approximately 2.4 and 4.1 nm, respectively) or were synthesized for this study as a CdSe core with a CdS/ZnS shell, as previously reported. Experiments using the conventional spectroscopy have been previously described, including sample preparation. In order to collect the statistics for the dark jumps, a rotating shutter was employed, which was operated asynchronously with the acquisition. For the RPLE experiment, the samples (ITK655 NCs streptavidin conjugates) were spin-coated onto glass coverslips in a polyvinyl alcohol matrix, which helps stabilize the NCs for resonant excitation. The sample was mounted in a helium bath cryostat capable of achieving temperatures as low as 2 K. For the RPLE measurements, a narrow band dye laser (~4 neV) was scanned across the NC resonance, and the optical phonon replica was detected with an avalanche photodiode, using a low-pass filter to remove the laser scatter.
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